Sealy Stain Protection Waterproof Fitted Toddler & Baby Crib
Mattress Pad Cover/Protector, White, 52â€• x 28â€• Review-2021

19.99Sealy Stain Protection Fitted Crib Mattress Pad
Create a fresher and cleaner sleeping surface for infants and toddlers with the Sealy Stain
Protection Crib Mattress Pad Cover- enhanced with stain repel and release technology! The
innovative stain protection finish â€™ and allows them to easily wash away for a more sanitary
environment. For over 130 years, Sealy has been a proud supporter of you, bringing great rest to
every kind of sleeper in the family. Sealy infant and toddler sleep products have been synonymous
with comfort, quality and support, combining sleep innovations with premium materials to keep baby
cozy, comfortable and well supported.
Waterproof Protection
Feature a PVC-free waterproof barrier for protection from leaky messes, spills and moisture.
These easy-clean, waterproof crib pads are
and have been wash and dry tested extensively to
ensure lasting quality.
Quilted Comfort
A helps create a cozy sleeping surface for infants and toddlers, while the provides added comfort
in babyâ€™s crib.
Secure Fitted Design
Features a
â€™ . An elastic edge helps keep the pad securely in place to prevent sliding,
shifting and bunching for extra safety.
Repels Stains
This crib pad is
for a cleaner sleeping surface for baby. Plus, a waterproof barrier provides
extra protection from moisture. This pad is .
PRODUCT FEATURES
STAIN REPEL TECHNOLOGY
Stain repel and release technology helps prevent stains on babyâ€™s mattress and allows stains,
germs and odors to easily wash away.
100% WATERPROOF
100% waterproof to protect mattress from moisture, PVC-free.
SECURESTAY FITTED SKIRT
SecureStay full fitted stretch skirt helps prevent sliding and shifting for extra security. Elastic edge
helps keep the pad in place and provides a snug fit.
QUILTED COTTON-POLY BLEND TOP
Quilted cotton-poly blend top provides added coziness and softness for your baby.
MEASUREMENT
Crib pad measures 52" x 28" to fit full-size USA standard crib mattresses and toddler mattresses.
CARE INSTRUCTION
Machine wash warm on gentle cycle, tumble dry on low heat. Extensively wash and dry tested for
quality and resiliency.
SAFETY & QUALITY
SAFETY & QUALITY: CHCC
Meets the Childrenâ€™s Safe Products Act and Chemicals of High Concern to Children (CHCC)
regulations as introduced by states like Washington and Vermont, among others.
SAFETY & QUALITY: CPSIA
Passes CPSIA 3rd party laboratory testing for lead and phthalates.
SAFETY & QUALITY: DURABILITY
Safety and quality tested for long-lasting use and durability.
WASH AND DRY TESTED
Extensively wash and dry tested for quality and resiliency. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo
code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value
for money.

